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Abstract.

Horizontal wave number spectra of temperature in the unstably

stratified oceanic surface layer were determined from measurementson a bow boom
at a depth of 2 m. Spectra were estimated in the wavelength band from 2 m

to 2 kin, normalizedin accordancewith Monin-Obukhov similarity theory, and
averagedin groups with similar stability parameter and fractional mixed layer
depth. The shapesof the wavenumber-weightedoceanicspectraagreequalitatively
with observedand modeledatmosphericspectra,includingthe wavelengthof the
peaks and the variation of peak wave number with stability. However, the peak
spectral levels disagreeby as much as a factor of two and the variation of spectral
level with stability is in the oppositesensefor the oceanicand atmosphericspectra.
The wave number of the peak in the near neutral oceanicspectrum is similar to
the wave number of the peak in the longitudinal velocity spectrum observedin
the atmosphericsurfacelayer, which is consistentwith temperature acting as a
passivetracer in near neutral conditions. The wave number of the peak in the
free convectionoceanic spectrum is similar to the wave number of the peak in
the spectrum of vertical velocity observedin the atmospheric surface layer during
free convection, which reflects the dynamical role played by temperature in a
freely convecting boundary layer. The difference between oceanic and modeled
near-neutral spectral levels at a wavelength of 2 m suggeststhat dissipation could

be enhanced(up to a factorof three) by surfacewavebreaking.
1.

Introduction

wave number and reduceto a singleuniversalcurve in

the inertial subrange[Kaimat et at., 1972;Kaimat and
Finnigan,1994].
layer are relatively rare in comparisonto the numerous
Wave processesmay affect the applicability of M-O
and extensiveinvestigationsof turbulencein the atmosimilarity scalingin the oceanicsurfacelayer. M-O scalsphericsurfacelayeroverflat surfaces.The surfacelayer
ing usesthe dissipation rate • of turbulent kinetic enis definedhere as the layer adjacent to the surfacein
ergy (TKE) to scalespectrallevelsin the surfacelayer
whichthe verticalfluxesof momentum,heat, and mass
and dissipationis usuallyestimatedfrom TKE producInvestigations of turbulence in the oceanic surface

are approximatelyindependentof height. The thickness
of the surfacelayer is about one tenth the thicknessof
the boundarylayer or, typically, 1 to 10 m in the ocean
and 10 to 100 m in the atmosphere.
A landmark investigationof turbulencein the atmo-

sphericsurfacelayer was carriedout over flat, uniform
terrain in Kansas during the summer of 1968. Kalmar

and Wyngaard[1990]havesummarizedthe Kansasexperiment. When normalized in accordancewith Monin-

Obukhov(M-O) similarity theory, Kansasspectraof
velocityand temperaturereduceto a family of curves
that dependon the M-O stability parameter( at low
Copyright2001by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
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tion. Breaking wavesmay increase• in the oceanicsur-

face layer abovesolid wall values,thereby calling into
questionthe validity of M-O scaling. Severalinvestiga-

tors [e.g.,Anis and Mourn,1995;Drennanet at., 1996;
Terray et at., 1996] find that • may exceedthe solid
wall value by up to a factor of 10, but someobservations agree with the solid wall value. To explain the

observations
of •, Terray et at. [1996]havesuggested
a scalingfor • basedon depth, significantwave height,
and the rate of energyinput from the wind to the waves.
In this paper we will useM-O similarity theory and examine the scaled spectra for evidence of the effects of
enhanceddissipationdue to breaking waves.
The focus of this paper is on wave number spectra
of turbulent temperature fluctuations measured in the
unstably stratified oceanicsurfacelayer. The underway
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were made from a bow boom in the west-

ern Pacific equatorial warm pool during November and
December 1992 and January 1993 as part of the Coupled

Ocean AtmosphericResponseExperiment (COARE).
A principal objective is to use the M-O framework to
analyze the temperature spectra and to comparethe resuits with spectra from the atmospheric surface layer.
Platforms

and instruments

are described

in section 2.

The observations,including criteria for selectionof 2km segmentsfor analysis, are discussedin section 3.
M-O scaling for the surface layer is reviewed in section 4. The scaled temperature spectra, including a
comparisonwith atmospheric temperature spectra, are
presentedin section 5, which also includesa discussion
of the mechanismsthat determine spectral shape. Conclusionsare presentedin section 6.
2.

Platforms

and

Instruments

WAVENUMBER

Measurementsof T and $ were alsomade by a SeaBird
CTD in a Seasoarvehiclewhich undulated in the upper

300 m (Figure2) with a cyclingperiodof 8 to 12 min,
correspondingto a horizontal distancebetween upcasts
of 2 to 3 km. The sampling rate of the Seasoar CTD

was24 Hz [Huyeret al., 1997].We usedspatiallygridded Seasoardata (upcastsaveragedverticallyover1 m
andhorizontallyover2 nauticalmiles(nm) alongship's
track) to estimatemixedlayerdepths.
Meteorological measurementswere made at several
locationson Wecomaand averageswere recordedat 1min intervals. Two R. M. Young propeller anemometers
mounted on each side of the ship's main mast measured wind speed and direction 21 m above the sea
surface. For each 1-min interval the measurementby
the best exposed anemometer was selected for analysis. Apart from the anemometersand a barometer, all
other meteorologicalinstruments were located at port,
starboard

Measurements
of surfacelayer temperature(T) and
salinity (S) were made while the R/V Wecomawas
steamingin a butterfly pattern (Figure1) in the intensive flux array during the Intensive ObservatingPeriod

SPECTRA

and bow locations

8 m above

the sea sur-

face. Aspirated sensorsmanufactured by Vaisala and
Rotronics measured air temperature and relative hu-

midity. Pyranometers(EppleyPSP) and pyrgeometers
(EppleyPIR) measuredincomingshortwaveand long-

(IOP) of COARE [Huyeret al., 1997].Thesemeasure- wave radiation, respectively. Funnel gauges manufacments were made by Sea-Bird sensorsmounted on an
underwater

boom which extended

2 m forward

from the

bow (Figure2). Pressurewasalsomeasured
on the bow
boom, which was at a mean depth of 2 m. Data from
the bow boom were recorded at a sampling rate of 8 Hz.

tured by R. M. Young measuredrainfall accumulation
by use of a capacitance technique. Rainfall rate was

measuredby an optical rain gauge(ORG) manufac-

tured by Scientific TechnologyInc. Ship heading and
speedand GPS position were also recordedat 1-min inAt the meanshipspeedof 4 m s-1 the spatialsampling tervals. Hourly meteorologicalobservationswere taken
rate was2 cyclesper meter(cpm). Because
of the pitch- manually, which included sea temperature at a depth of
ing motion of the ship, the bow sensorsmeasuredT and
20 cm with a bucket thermometer.
$ at a variable depth centered at 2 m.
3.
1

I

Observations

I

The observationscome from Cruise Legs 1 and 2 of

1.5

the R/V Wecomaduringthe 4-monthIOP of COARE.
On average,windswereweakduringthe first leg (mid
Novemberto early December1992) and there wasnet
surfaceheatingwith little rain (Table A1). During
the secondleg (mid December1992 to mid January
1993),therewerewesterlywind bursts,net surfacecooling, and periodsof heavyrainfall (Table A1). Average

-

mixed layer depth determinedfrom Seasoarupcastswas

16 m during Leg I and 29 m during Leg 2 [Huyer et
al., 1997]. Mixed layer depth is definedas the minimum depth at which the difference between density
at that depth and the uppermost observationis equal
2.5

to 0.01kg m-3. WellerandAnderson[1996]describe

-

the surfacemeteorologyand air-seafluxesfor the entire
IOP.
I

155.5

I

156

156.5

157

Longitude
øE

Figure 1. R/V Wecoma'ssurveypattern. Arrowsindicate the ship heading.

3.1.

Air-Sea

Fluxes

The half-hour means of meteorologicalmeasurements

fromR/V Wecomawereusedto estimateair-seafluxes
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Figure 2. Schematic
diagramof R/V Wecoma
andmeasurements.
Bowsensors
(T, C, P) were
attachedto a bow boom at a depth 2 m belowthe water level. Wecomawas equippedwith
a shipboardacousticDopplercurrentprofiler(ADCP). Meteorological
instruments,
with the

exceptionof anemometers,
werelocated8 m abovethe water line on a bow mast, atop the
winch controlstation on the starboardside, and on a mast on the port side of the 01 deck.

Propeller/vane
anemometers
werelocated21 m abovethe waterlineon bothsidesof the main
mast. Seasoarwas towed behind the ship.

of momentum, heat and water. The fluxes were esti-

mated by use of Version 2.5 of the COARE bulk flux

3.2.

Selection

of Bow

Data

Bow measurementsof T and C at a mean depth of

algorithm[Fairallet al., 1996a,b;Godfreyet al., 1998]. 2 m were analyzedto studythe structureof the OBL
A surfacealbedo of 0.04 was usedto compute net solar
duringquasi-steady
nighttimecooling.Segments
of the

radiative flux. A surface emissivity of 0.97 was used
to computenet longwaveradiative flux. Fluxes, averagedover Legs 1 and 2, are given in Table A1 and are
comparedwith averagesoveridenticalperiodsfrom the

MoanaWave[Fairallet al., 1996a]. The fluxesof momentum and sensible and latent heat from Moana Wave

measurement record were selected to minimize the ef-

fectsof rainfall on density,to excludeperiodswhen sensorswere out of the water, to excludecontaminationof
conductivitymeasurements
by air bubbles,and to excludeperiodscontainingerroneousspikesin the tem-

peraturemeasurements.
Observations
from 11 nights

were primarily from eddy correlation measurements.
(four from Leg 1 and sevenfrom Leg 2) werechoDespite separationsranging up to 70 km the average sen which contained a substantial amount of suitable
fluxes from the two ships are in excellent agreement. data. This record was divided into segmentsof 512 s
Differences between total heat fluxes and their compo-

(2 km at 4 m s-l). Individualsegments
werethen

nentsdonot exceed6 W m-2 (seeAppendixA for de- acceptedfor analysisif they met the followingcriteria: (1) Downward
short-wave
radiationwaslessthan
tails).
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10 W m-2 (nighttime).(2) Net upwardsurface
heat frontalfeatures,especiallyduringhighwinds. Pressure
fluxwasgreater
than100W m-2 (surface
cooling).
(3) fluctuations were less than 0.4 dbar when winds were
No rainfallwasrecorded
duringthe hourcontaining
the weak(•2 m s-1) andthe shipwasheading
approxi-

segment.(4) Theshipwasnotmakinga turnduringthe
segment.(5) The kurtosisof the conductivity
derivative
waslessthan 11. (6) The kurtosisof the temperature
derivative
waslessthan 11. (7) The turbulentdensity
ratio (definedin AppendixB) waslessthan0.64.
A discussion
oftheabovecriteriaisgivenin Appendix
B. A totalof 3062-kmsegments
wereaccepted
foranalysis.Mixedlayerdepth(D) foreachofthe306segments
was estimatedfrom 1-dbar averagedSeasoarupcasts

(FFT) algorithmwith a boxcarwindowof 512 s. The
Nyquistwavemumber
was1 cpm. The highwavenum-

(seeAppendix
C fora description
ofthemethod).

ber roll-offdueto finiteresponse
time (0.07s) [e.g.,

matelyperpendicular
to thewind(Figure3c). Pressure
fluctuations
exceeded
1.5m whentheshipwaspitching
duringmoderately
strongwinds(•10 m s-1) (Figure
Band-averaged
wavenumberspectraof the records

shownin Figures3 and4 areplottedin Figure5. Spectra were computed by use of a fast Fourier transform

Gregget at., 1973]of the temperaturesensorwascor3.3.

Examples of Selected Bow Data

Time seriesplotsof bow temperature,salinityand
pressure
fromtwoof the total of 306segments
accepted
for analysisare shownin Figures3 and 4. Figure3
showsa typicalcaseof low wind forcingwith a shallow
mixedlayer(15 m), andFigure4 showsa typicalcaseof
moderatelystrongwindforcingwith a deepmixedlayer
(65 m). Salinity fluctuationswere weak and werecontaminateddue to salinity-spiking.Temperaturefluctuations were as large as 0.02øC and exhibited small-scale

29.16

rectedusinga frequency
domainresponse
function(a
double-pole
filter);detailsofthiscorrection
aregivenby
Wijesekera
et at. [1999].Eachspectrumwassmoothed
by averaging
overwavenumberbandsspaced
logarithmically(Figure5).
Pressurespectra,$p(k) (Figure5b) peakedat the
pitchingfrequency(•0.1-0.2 Hz) of the ship,wherek
is horizontal
wavenumberf/Us, Us isthe average
ship
speed
of 4 m s-1, andf isthefrequency
in Hz. In most
casesthis spectralpeakwaswelldefined.However,the
frequency
andthe magnitudeof heavingdependon the

-
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-
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Figure 3. A typicalbowsegment
duringweakwindswitha shallow
mixedlayer.Thelengthof
therecord
is512s (4096datapoints)starting
from331.45297
UTC (January
1, 1992,0000GMT
= 1 UTC). The30-minaveraged
windstress
was•- - 0.014N m-2, surface
netheatflux(•s 145W m-2, stability
parameter
(- -1.75, andmixedlayerdepthD- 15m.
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Figure4. A typicalbowsegment
duringmoderate
windswitha deepmixedlayer.Thelength
of the recordis 512s (4096datapoints)startingfrom365.66722
UTC. The 30-rainaveraged
windstress
wasr = 0.09N m-2, surface
netheatfluxQs = 265W m-2, stabilityparameter
( = -0.185, and mixedlayer depth D = 65 m.

relative angle betweenthe ship and the waves,and the

waveheightand wavelength (Figures3c, 4c, and 5b).

4. Surface Layer Scaling

Near-surfacestratification can modify T or S spectra
at pitching frequenciesas a result of the ship motion,

4.1. Monin-Obukhov

especially
whennear-surface
verticalgradientsof T and

of the Monin-Obukhov(M-O) similarityhypothesis
for
the surfacelayer [Monin and Obukhov,1954; seealso
Wyngaard,1973]. This frameworkis oftenusedto analyze spectrameasuredin the atmospheric
surfacelayer
[e.g.,Kaimal et al., 1972],andwe will applyit to tem-

S are large. In such a case, T and S spectra will have

a localizedpeak at the pitchingfrequency(or rangeof
frequencies)
alongwith high coherences
betweenT and
P, and S and P. As shownin Figure 5, the coherence
betweenT and P was negligible,and there were no ap-

parentpeaksin the temperaturespectrum(ST(k)) at

Similarity

The spectra will be examined within the framework

perature spectra measuredin the oceanicsurfacelayer.

The surfacelayer is definedas the layer adjacentto

the pitchingwavenumber(-0 5 x 10-2 cpm)indicating

the surface in which the vertical turbulent fluxes of mo-

that near-surfacevertical gradients were weak and that
their impact on the temperature spectra was insignifi-

mentum,heatandmassdonot departsignificantly
(less
than -o10%)fromtheir surfacevalues.The thickness
of
this layer is .o10%of the boundarylayer thickness.

cant.

Samplespectraof T($T(/•)) indicatean approximate
The requirementfor constancyof the turbulent heat
-5/3 spectralpowerlaw behaviorfor wave numbers flux in the oceanicsurfacelayer constrainsthe magnigreaterthan 0.07 cpm, and the spectralslopeis less tude of solar irradiance at the surface to small values.
steepat lowerwavenumbers(Figure5a). Although The absorptionof solarradiationis a strongfunctionof
thereis no clearlydefined-5/3 rangein the salinity depth in the upper ocean[e.g.,Paulsonand Simpson,
spectrum
(S$(k)),it appears
that S$(k) approaches
the 1977]whichintroducesverticalvariationsin the turbu-5/3 rangefor k •0.5 cpm(Figure5d), but the high lent heat flux. All of the observationsanalyzedin this
wavenumberspectrumof $ may be contaminated
by
paper were taken at night; hencethe requirementfor
noise.
small surfacesolar irradianceis easily fulfilled.
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Figure ,5. Spectraplottedversuswavenumber(cpm)for data shownin Figures3 (solidcircle),
and4 (opencircle):(a) TemperaturespectrumST(k); the dashedline denotesthe -5/3 spectral
slope;(b) pressure
spectraSp(k); (c) coherence
spectrumbetweenT and P, and (d) salinity
spectrumSs(k) alongwith a dashedline denotingthe -5/3 spectralslope.
A versionof the M-O similarity hypothesisfor the

ble stratification and positive for stable stratification

surface layer states that the turbulent structure of the
energy-containingscalesis determinedby the group of

in both the atmosphericand oceanicsurfacelayers(z
positiveor negative).

variables-uw, wp,g/po, and z, where -uw is the covarianceof the turbulent velocitycomponents
u and w,
wp is the covarianceof w and the turbulent densityp,
g is the accelerationdue to gravity, and p0 is a referencedensity.The overbarsimply a time or spaceaverage. When dimensionalanalysisis appliedto the above
groupof four variables(all constantin the surfacelayer
exceptz), oneindependentnon-dimensional
parameter
Izl/Z is obtained,where

In the absenceof precipitation, turbulent densityfluctuations are determined primarily by turbulent temperature fluctuations 0, and density fluctuations can be
approximatedby p- -c•0 where c• is the coefficientof
thermal expansion. Contributions to the surface buoyancy flux due to brine rejection as the result of evaporation cannot be greater than 13% for the segments

L=

:

a

U,

(1)

analyzedfor this paper [seeGill, 1982, p. 37] and a
typical value is 7%. In this paper we neglectthe effect
of brine rejection due to evaporation on the buoyancy
flux and calculate Jb from the surface heat flux

Jb--

gc•Qs

= gc•wO,
(2)
po•'p
wherethe von Karman constant• (0.4) is traditionally
includedin the definitionof L, Jb is the buoyancyflux, where Cp is the specificheat of seawaterat constant

andu, isthefrictionorscaling
velocity(u, - (•'/po)1/2

pressure.

wherer is the wind stress).The parameterL is called
the M-O lengthand ( -Izl/L is the M-O stabilitypa-

mensional

rameter.

universal functions of (. As an example, considerthe

We have chosen to use the absolute

value of

z in the numerator of ( so that ( is negative for unsta-

The M-O similarity hypothesispredicts that nondicharacteristics

of turbulent

structure

will be

budgetof turbulent kinetic energy(TKE) under sta-
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mined functionswhich are in agreementwith the results
from severalatmosphericsurfacelayer field experiments

[KaimalandFinnigan,1994]'
(3)

0m-- (1- 16•)-1/4

where U is the mean velocity in the direction of •he
mean flow and e is the dissipationrate of TKE. The first

&n-- (1 - 16½)
-1/2
qS•-(1q-0.51½12/3)
3/2

term in (3) representsthe shearproductionof TKE,
the secondterm representsbuoyancy production, and
the third term representsthe dissipation of TKE into

heat. The TKE equation(3) can be nondimensionaL

-2_<½<0,

(84)

- 2 < • < O,

(8b)

-2<•<o.

(8c)

The functionalform for 0x is taken to be identicalto
that for On, which follows from the approximate TTV

izedthroughmultiplication
by • zl/u3,. The resulting equation(5). Kaimal andFinnigan[1994]alsogiveexpressionsfor stable stratification.

nondimensionalTKE equation is

0m -- ½-- 0e -- 0.

(4)

The first term of (4) is the nondimensional
shear0m,
and the third term is the nondimensional dissipation
0•. M-O predicts that both of these nondimensional
variables are universal functionsof •.

4.2.

Scaling Temperature

Spectra

The temperature spectrum in the inertial subrange
takes the form

ST(•) -- /•T•-l/3xO•-5/3,

(9)

The budgetof turbulenttemperaturevariance(TTV,

02/2) understationary,
horizontally
homogeneous
con- whereST(k) is the spectrallevel,k is wavenumber,and
ditions and with neglect of a flux divergenceterm is

00
- wO

- 0,

/•T is a universal dimensionlessconstant with a value

of •00.8 [Kaimal et al., 1972]. The inertial subrange

[e.g., Termekes
and Lumley,1983]:

spectrum can be nondimensionalizedby multiplication

(5)

by k, divisionby 0,2, anduseof the definitions
of qS•and
Ox to obtain

where Xo is the destruction rate of TTV due to molecular transport and O is the mean potential temperature.

/•T 0••
(2vr•)2/3
1/30x
n-2/3

The first term in (5) is a productionterm, whichis positive provided that the turbulent heat flux is downgradient. The TTV equation can be nondimensionalized

throughmultiplication
by n[zl/u,O,
2 wherethe temper-

wheren- k]z]. The abovemay be written

ature scale0, is wO/u,. The resultingnondimensional-

]•ST(]g) =

ized TTV equation is

NT

0n - 0x - 0,

(6)

where 0n is the nondimensionalvertical temperature

gradientand 0x is the nondimensional
destructionrate
of TTV.

fit

--2/3

(2vrn)
2/3

'

where
NT -- 0,0e
2 --1/30X.When
observed
spectra
kST(k)
are normalized by NT and plotted versusn in a log-log
plot, they should collapse to a single line with slope

-2/3 in the inertial subrangeand departuresfrom this

The nondimensionalgroupsintroduced above are summarized

(10)

below:
nz OU

0m =

U, OZ

,

(74)

nz 00

0•- O,Oz'

(7b)
(7c)

u,O,
2.

(7d)

Observationsin the atmosphericsurfacelayer [e.g.,
Businger et al., 1971; Wyngaard and Cote, 1971; Dyer,

1974]are in goodagreementwith the M-O prediction
that the above nondimensional

variables

should be uni-

versal functions of •. We adopt the empirically deter-

line at lower wave numbers

should be universal

func-

tions of (, as predicted by M-O similarity. This normalization will be used in the following section to analyze the oceanic spectra and to compare them with
atmospheric surface layer spectra.

Peltier et al. [1996,hereinafterPWKB] havedeveloped a model of spectra in the unstable atmospheric
surface layer. The model has a single form for the twodimensionalspectrum of horizontal velocity, vertical velocity, and a scalar in the horizontal plane. Continuity is used to relate the vertical and horizontal velocity
spectra. The spectra follow law of the wall and mixed
layer scaling in the neutral and free convection limits,
respectively. The normalized, one-dimensionalPWKB

temperature
spectrum
ST•(n)canbe summarized
for
the neutral

and free convection

limits

as
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spectrum being affected by processesunrelated to horizontally uniform boundary layer turbulence. One possibility is the entrainment of low wave number temperature fluctuations into the boundary layer from the overlying atmosphere. The idealized nature of the model
spectrum may also contribute to differenceswith observations. In the next section we compare the onedimensionalform of PWKBs scalar spectrum with the

101

oceanic temperature spectra.
'-if-_..

..

5. Spectra
5.1.

Averaged

Spectra

The temperature spectrum for each of the 306 segments was computed and nondimensionalizedby multplying the spectral level by the ratio of wave number
10-1
10-3

.........
10-2

10-1

,
1

......

:,
101

n

k to the normalizationfactorNT (seeprevioussection)
and by multiplying wave number by the depth of the

measurement
(2 m). Thesenormalizedspectraarehere-

Figure 6. The PKWB normalized temperature spectra
for free convection,( = -cx:, and neutral stratification,

• - 0 (solidlines), alongwith temperaturespectraobservedduringthe Kansasexperiment(dashedlines).

after referred to as "n spectra." The valuesof NT were

determinedfrom estimatesof air-seafluxes(seeabove).
FractionalmixedlayerdepthIzl/D andstability( for
the spectrum from each of the segmentscover a broad

range of valueswith Izl/D rangingfrom 0.03 to 0.2
and ( from-0.04 to-4 (Figure 7). The n spectrawere
groupedby Izl/D, (, and qualitativesimilarityin spec-

NT (27r•)
2/3(ca
+n2)
5/6' •- 0 (12a)tral shapeinto six main groupsdenotedby A through F

as shownin Figure 7. The main groupswere further divided into two or three subgroupswith smaller intervals

Nz = (2•)2/3
(c/+a2)s/•' (- -• (12b)of stabilityandfractionalmixedlayerdepth(Figure7).
where•T = 0.8, • = 0.4, c• = 0.05, andc/=

0.34.

Note that for a > > 1,

kS•(k)
•r n-2/3
NT _
-- (2w•)2/3
.

Averagedn spectrafor eachof the subgroupsare plotted in Figure 8 together with PWKB model spectra for

•--0 (neutral stratification)and (: -oc (free convection). There is fair qualitative agreementbetween

(13)the PWKB

The PKWB normalized temperature spectra are shown
in Figure 6 together with temperature spectra observed

during the Kansasexperiment[Kaimal et al., 1972].
The observedand modeledspectra agreein the-2/3
range as required by the normalization. For neutral
stratification the magnitude of the peaks of the Kansas
and PKWB spectra are similar, but the wave number of
the neutral PKWB spectrum is a factor of 3 larger than
the corresponding wave number of the Kansas spectrum. The low wave number slopesof the two spectra
are very similar. It is important to note that the neutral
Kansas spectrum shown is for slightly unstable condi-

tions (( = -0) and that there wasconsiderable
scatter
of the spectral estimates within the range of stability

shown.Nevertheless,
Kaimal et al. [1972,p.572]note
that "the tendency of the logarithmic spectral peak to
shik towardsincreasinglylarger n with increasinginstability is real." The differencein behavior of the Kansas
and PKWB spectra may be partially due to the Kansas

model and the observedspectra for nondimensional wave numbers in the band from 0.03 to 1,
essentiallythe turbulent energy containing range of the
spectra characterized by a peak centered at wave numbers varying from 0.03 to 0.1. The observedspectral
level at n = 0.03 of every subgroup falls between the

levelsof the modeledneutral and free convectionspectra. For the groupsclosestto neutral (Figure8f) the
wave number of the peak is closeto that of the modeled neutral spectrum,but the maximumspectrallevel
is very closeto the peak of the modeled free convection

spectrum. The observedpeak in the near-neutralspectrum also appears to be broader than the model. For

the most unstablegroup (Figure 8a) the spectrallevels lie abovethe modeledfree convectionspectrumbut
there is good agreement in the location and width of

the peak. In the wave numberband below0.03, there
is large variation in spectral level, which is unrelated to
local production of turbulent temperature fluctuations

(term 1 in (5)).
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Figure 7. Stability parameter(½) versusfractionalmixed layer depth (Izl/D) for eachof the
306 spectra. The spectraare grouped,as shownby the dashedlines and labels, to obtain average

spectrafor restrictedrangesof ( and
To summarize the observedspectral shapesat near
neutral and highly unstable conditions, curves have
been fitted to spectra from the nearestneutral and most

The near neutral and highly unstable spectra are
comparedin Figure 10 with temperature spectrameasured in the atmosphericboundary layer over uniform

highlyunstablesubgroups(F2 and A2 in Figures7 and
8). Thesecurvesare plottedin Figure 9 togetherwith

terrainin Kansas[Kaimalet al., 1972].The wavenumbersof the peaksof the oceanicand atmosphericnearneutral spectraare similar, but the spectralshapesdif-

the PWKB model in both log-log and log-linear form.

The log-linearplot (Figure 9b) is variance-preserving, fer and the atmosphericpeak spectral level exceedsthe
i.e., equal areas under the curve contribute equally to peak oceanic spectral level by more than a factor of
the total variance. In determining the fits, spectral es- 2. The wave numbersof the peaksof the highly untimates at the lowest wave numbers were ignored and stableoceanicand atmosphericspectraare similar but
the spectral shape at low wave number was assumed the oceanicspectrumis narrowerand the oceanicpeak
to be the sameas the PWKB model (slope= + I in spectrallevel is 75% larger than the Kansasspectrum.
a log-logplot). The spectralestimatesusedto deter- One possiblereasonfor differencesbetween the oceanic
mine the fits are plotted in Figure 9. The wave num- and atmosphericspectra is that the fractional boundber of the peak of the highly unstable oceanic spec- ary layer height Izl/D at which the Kansasmeasuretrum agreeswith the PWKB model, but the observed
spectrallevel is 40% higher. The oceanicnear-neutral
spectrum has a broader peak than the model and the
observedpeak is at slightly lower wave number than
the model. The modeled neutral spectral level exceeds
the observednear-neutral spectral level by a factor of
2.

For the observations

the normalized

TTV

for the

most unstablecaseis 17% larger than the TTV for the
near-neutral

case.

ments were made was smaller than 0.03 for the oceanic

near neutral caseand 0.08 for the oceanichighly unstablecase.If one assumesa typical daytimeboundary

thickness
of 1000m, the rangeof Izl/D for the Kansas
spectra was 0.006 to 0.02.
5.2.

Turbulence

Mechanisms

Variationin spectralshapeas a functionof stability may giveinsightinto underlyingturbulencemecha-
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Figure 8. Average
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factor
definedfollowing
(11). The neutralandfreeconvective
limitsof PWKB spectraareplottedin

dashed lines.

nisms.
In thissection
wefocus
ondifferences
betweenpositeways (Figure 9). Spectrallevelsfrom the group

spectra
fromthemost
unstable
andthemost
nearlywith most nearly neutral stratification fall below the
neutral
stability
ranges
(Figure
9).Variations
inspec-modelwith slopeslesssteepthan-2/3 (Figure9a). In
tralshape
willbeascribed
todifferences
intheproduc-contrast,spectrallevelsfrom the most unstablegroup

tionofTKEandTTV fornearneutral
andfreeconvec-are abovethe modelat n=0.3 andthe slopesat the high-

tion conditions.

estwavenumbersaresteeperthan-2/3 (Figure9a). To

Atwave
numbers
inexcess
ofn=0.2,where
thePWKB further illustrate this behavior, the ratio of observedto
modeled
spectral
slope
isclose
to-2/3,thenearneutral modeledspectral level is plotted as a function of • in

and
most
unstable
spectra
depart
from
themodel
inop-

Figure 11. The results show an increase of the ratio
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Figure9. Near-neutral
(F2in Figure8, opentriangles)
andmostunstabl
(A2in Figure8, closed
circles)
spectra
plotted
together
withthePWKBspectra;
(a)in log-log
formand(b)in log-linear

variancepreserving
form. The light andheavysolidlinesare fits to the observations
assuming
a +1 slopeat lowwavenumbers.The PWKB spectrum
with the highestpeakis the neutral
spectrum.

with increasinginstability both at n equal 1 and 0.39.
At n=0.39 the ratio ranges from 0.6 at (=-0.07 to 1.1

at •=-2. The variationof mean Izl/D as a functionof
• is small except for the three points with • in excessof
1.1, which showsthat the fractional depth of the mixed

layerdoesnot stronglyinfluencethe results(Figure11).
The variation of normalized spectral level as a function

of stabilityat n = 1 (wavelength= 2 m) indicatesthat
conditions are not locally isotropic at that wave number. If one were to extrapolate the near neutral spectra
in Figure 9a to higher wave numbers,the extrapolated
spectrum would intersect the model spectrum at ap-

proximatelyn = l0 (a wavelengthof 0.2 m). Hence
necessaryconditions for local isotropy require n to be
10 or greater.
When stratification is near neutral, the heat flux is
small and the productionof TKE is dominatedby shear

production(term 1 in (4)). Temperaturedoesnot playa
significantdynamical role in near-neutral conditionsbut
simply acts as a tracer. The productionof TKE goes
initially into the downstreamcomponent and part of
this energyis then transferred to the vertical and lateral
components
by the actionof pressureforces[e.g.,Lumley and Panofsky,1964]. TKE is alsotransferredfrom
large to small scaleswhich tend to become isotropic
as scale size decreases.Becausetemperature acts as a
tracer in near neutral conditions, we expect that the
correlation between temperature and downstream velocity fluctuationswouldbe high; Kaimal et al. [1972]
reported a correlationcoefficientof-0.56 for ( ranging
from 0 to-0.1. This can be compared with the correlation coefficientfor temperature and vertical velocity,
which was 0.37 for the same stability range.

Because temperature and downstream velocity are
highly correlated in near neutral conditions, we might
expect that the spectrum of temperature and longitudinal velocity would be similar in shape for these con-

ditions.Kaimal et al. [1976]foundthat the wavelength
correspondingto the maximum in the spectral level of
longitudinal velocity is •1.5 D. The mean D for our
most nearly neutral spectrum is 67 m, which yields a
prediction of 100 m for the wavelengthof the maximum
or n - 0.02 after scaling. The maximum in the fitted
temperature spectrum for near-neutral conditions is at

n = 0.03 (Figure9), very closeto the predictionfor the
longitudinal velocity spectrum. The two numbers agree
within the range of their respective uncertainties.

When conditionsarehighlyunstable,(( < -1) buoyancy production dominates in the production of TKE

(term 2 in (4)). For theseconditions,temperatureplays
a dynamical role through the action of gravity on density fluctuations. When turbulence is driven primarily by surface cooling, the energy containing range of
the turbulent velocity spectrum is anisotropic with enhanced vertical velocity compared to the same mag-

nitude of neutrally stratified shear production [e.g.,
Peltier et al., 1996].This occursbecause
the production
of TKE driven by surfacecooling goesinitially into the
vertical velocity componentfrom where it is transferred
by turbulent pressureforcesinto the horizontal compo-

nents [see,e.g., Lumley and Panofsky,1964]. Given
the dynamical link and the observed correlation between temperature and vertical velocity fluctuations in
an unstably stratified boundary layer, one might expect
an increase in the normalized

horizontal

wave number

spectrum of temperature when stability changesfrom
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asFigure
9 except
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linesarethenear-neutra
(highest
peak)
and most unstable Kansas temperature spectra.

nearneutralto highlyunstable.Kaimatet at. [1972] -2 and this comparesfavorably with the wave number
report a correlationcoeificient
of 0.59 for temperature of the peak in the most unstable oceanic temperature
andverticalvelocityfor ( in the range-1.0 to-2.0. The spectrum, which is n - 0.1.
correlationcoeificientfor temperatureand downstream

velocityin thesamestabilityrangewas-0.18.Giventhe 5.3. Effect of Surface Gravity Waves
highcorrelation
between
temperature
andverticalveSeveral
researchers
[e.g.,Agrawar
et at., 1992;Anis
locityfor highlyunstableconditions,
onewouldexpect
and
Mourn,
1995;
Drennan
et
at.,
1996;
Terrayet at.,
the shapeof the temperatureandverticalvelocityspec1996;
$otoviev
et
at.,
1999]
report
that
the
dissipation
tra to be similar. Kaimat et at. [1972]reportthat the
rate
e
in
the
wave
boundary
layer
is
up
to
an order
wave number of the maximum in the vertical velocity
of
magnitude
larger
than
predictions
from
similarity
spectrum
approaches
a constant
0.15when• approaches
0.15

0.1
0.05
1.2

n=l

++
0.8

0.6

10-•

1

Figure 11. Ratioof spectral
levelST/ST
P averaged
withinintervals
of • andplottedversus
•,
whereST
P isthePWKBtemperature
spectrum:
(a) at n- 1 and(b) at n- 0.39.Thinvertical
linesassociatedwith eachsolidcircledenotestandarderrors. The top panelsshowthe average
Izl//versus •.
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low wave numbers that are not due to local turbulent

face (equations(7c) and (8c)). The enhanceddissi- production but are thought to be associatedwith the
pation is ascribedto the wave generation/dissipation mesoscaleeddy field.
process. The waves extract energy from the wind,
thereby reducingdissipationin the atmosphericboundary layer below the extraction level compared to that

Thenormalized
turbulenttemperature
spectrum
varies as a functionof stability(. The averagespectrum

over a solidsurface. When the wavesbreak (or dissipate), they enhancedissipationin the oceanicboundary

at n - 0.03 (Figure9) whichcorresponds
to a wavelengthof 30 timesthe depthof the measurement.The

layer. One would expect that the effectsof wave gener-

fromthe near-neutral
group(( = -0.07) hasa peak
spectralslopeof the nearneutralspectrum
is lesssteep

ation/dissipationwouldbe largestfor high winds.

than-2/3 at n = 1, indicatingthat conditionsarenot lo-

Enhancement of dissipation due to waves was neglected in the estimates of e used to scale the temper-

callyisotropic
at that wavenumber.The average
spectrum from the mostunstablegroup(( -- -3, which

ature spectra(equations(8c) and (11)). The spectral approximatesfree convection)has a peak at n - 0.1
level of the PWKB model lies -•50% abovethe spectral

(wavelength
l0 timesthedepthof themeasurement).

estimateat n = I for the mostnearlyneutralcase(Fig- The spectralslopeof the freeconvection
spectrumis
ure 9a). If the differenceis due entirelyto the neglect steeper
than-2/3 at n = 1. In freeconvection
(surface
of wave enhanced dissipation, e would have to be increasedby a factor of 3 to force agreementbetween the
observationsand the model spectrum. An enhancement
factor of 3 agreeswith the averagereported by $oloviev

cooling
with negligible
windstress),the horizontal
wave
numberspectrumof temperatureis determined
by the
structure of descendingplumes of cool water and as-

cending
plumesof warmwater.The characteristic
sep-

et al. [1999]for observations
at a depthof 1.7 m with arationof theseplumesis l0 m at a depthof 2 m based
wind speedrangingfrom 6 to 16 m s-1. High winds on the wavenumberof the peak in the free convection
wouldaccentuatewavegeneration/dissipation
processes spectrum.
and our most nearly neutral caseis associatedwith the

highestobserved
wind, whichaveraged10 m s-1. Nevertheless, the factor of three should be regarded as an
upper bound on the wave enhancementfactor for dissipation becausethe observedspectral slope at n = I is

lesssteepthan -2/3 and the differencecouldtherefore
alternatively be attributed to lack of isotropy.

The oceanicnear-neutraland free convectionspectra were compared•vith the PWKB model spectrum

[Peltier et al., 1996]. The wavenumbersof the peaks
of the oceanicnear neutral and free convectionspectra agree with the model but the spectral levels of the

peaksdisagree
by as muchas a factorof 2 (Figure9).
Moreover,the oceanicpeak spectrallevelsincreasewith
increasing instability while the reverse is true for the

6.

Conclusions

model.

The normalized

oceanic free convection TTV

exceedsthe near neutral oceanic TTV by 17% while

Underwaymeasurements
of temperaturefrom a bow
boom at a depth of 2 m have been analyzed to determine spectralcharacteristicsin the wavelengthband
from 2 m to 2 km. A total of 306 2-km segmentswere

the model free convection TTV

is 52% less than the

model near neutral TTV (Figure 9b).
The oceanicspectrawerealsocomparedwith atmospherictemperature spectraobservedoverflat terrain in

selectedfor analysis. The criteria for selectionincluded Kansas[Kaimalet. al., 1972].The wavenumberof the
negligiblesolarinsolation(nighttime),surfacecooling peaks of the oceanic near neutral and free convection
greaterthan 100W m-2, andnegligible
effectof salin- spectraare in fair agreementwith the Kansasspectra
ity on densityfluctuations.The spectrawere averaged but the spectrallevelsof the peaksdifferby up to a facin groupshaving similar Monin-Obukhov stability pa- tor of 2 (Figure10). The spectrallevelof the peakin
rameter • and similar fractional boundary layer depth the oceanicfreeconvection
spectrumexceeds
the speczl/D; meangroupvaluesof ( rangedfrom-0.07 to -3 tral levelof the Kansasspectrumby 70%. In contrast,
and meangroup Izl/D rangedfrom 0.03 to 0.14. The the spectrallevelof the peakin the oceanicnearneutral
spectral levels were multiplied by wave number k and spectrumis one-halfthe magnitudeof the peak in the
scaledfollowingM-O similarity; wave number was nor- Kansasnear neutral spectrum.A possiblereasonfor the
malizedthroughmultiplicationby the depthof the mea- difference
is that the fractionalboundarylayerheights
surement.
at whichthe Kansasmeasurements
weremademayhave
To first order, a log-log plot of the wave number beenasmuchasan orderof magnitudesmallerthan the
weightedturbulent temperaturespectrumin the oceanic corresponding
oceanicfractionaldepths.It is alsopossurfacelayerhasa + 1 slopeat lowwavenumbers,a-2/3
siblethat near-neutralKansasspectrallevelsin the low
slopeat high wavenumbers(characteristic
of an inter- wave number range may have been overestimatedbetial subrange)
anda peakin between(Figures8 and9). causeof entrainment of temperature fluctuations into

This schematicspectrumignoreshigh spectrallevelsat

the boundarylayer.
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Mechanismsfor the production of TKE and TTV
yield insight into the shape of turbulent temperature
spectra. For near neutral stratification, temperature
acts as a passivetracer of fluid motionwith the prediction that the shape of the temperature spectrumwill
be similar to the longitudinalvelocity spectrum. The

Kaima! et al. [1972]expression
for the wavenumberof
the peak in the longitudinal velocity spectrum agrees
with the wave number of the peak in the near-neutral
oceanictemperature spectrum. For free convectionconditions, TKE is producedby the action of gravity on
densityfluctuationsand one expectsa high correlation
between vertical velocity and temperature. Hence one
might alsoexpectsimilaritybetweenthe shapeof the
vertical velocity and temperature spectra. Kaimal et

al. [1972]reportthan the wavenumbern of the peak
in the vertical velocity spectrum approachesa constant
0.2 for large valuesof-( and this comparesfavorably
with n - 0.1 for the peak in the oceanicfree convection
spectrum.

The spectrallevelof the PKWB modelliesabout50%
abovethe oceanicspectralestimatefor the most nearly

regardedas an upperboundbecausethe spectralslope
at n- 1 is lesssteepthan-2/3 and the differencemay
at leastpartiallybe attributedto a lack of isotropy.

Appendix A: Air-Sea Flux Comparison
The accuracyof the meteorological
measurements
is

illustrated
by a comparison
of averages
overLegsI and

2 fromR/V Wecoma
andR/VMoanaWave(TableA1).
The Moana Wavewas located near the centerof the We-

comas130-kmbutterflypattern. Despitespatialseparationof up to 70 km,the differences
between
averaged
measurements
fromthe twoshipsaresmall.The legaverages
for Wecoma
wereconstructed
by firstcomputing
half-hourmeansfromthe 1-minaverages
andthencomputingan averagefor eachleg. Leg averages
for Moana
Wavewerecomputedfrom hourlymeans. Individual
variableswere usuallymeasuredby more than one instrument on Wecoma.

Measurements from the best

performingand best exposedinstrumentswereselected
for the half-houraverages.Calibrationswere from the
manufacturers of the instruments or based on lab cali-

neutral caseat n - i (Figure 9a). If the difference brations.For someinstruments,calibrationswerecorwere due entirely to neglectof enhanceddissipationdue
to wave breaking, e would have to be increasedby a
factor of 3 to force agreement. An enhancementfactor
of 3 agreeswith the averagereportedby Solovievet al.

rectedto force agreementbetweenmeasurementsof the
samevariable by different instrumentson Wecoma.Cal-

ibrations
werenotmodified
to forceagreement
between

themeasurements
fromthetwoships.
However,
insight

[1999]for observations
at a depthof 1.7 m with wind intothe performance
of the instruments
on Wecoma
respeedrangingfrom 6 to 16 m s-1. An enhancement sulted
fromside-by-side
comparison
withotherships,
factor of 3 for the observationsreported here shouldbe

including
MoanaWave[Godfrey
et al.,1998].Theef-

Table 1. Averagenear-surface
variablesand air-seafluxesmeasured
from R/V MoanaWave[Fairallet al.,
1996a,b]and R/V WecomaduringLegs1 and 2 of COARE. a
Leg I
MW

Wind speed,m s-•

Wec

Leg 2
MW-Wec

MW

Wec

MW-Wec

3.4

3.2

0.2

5.7

5.9

Wind direction, deg

88.7

87.4

1.3

127.2

129.8

-0.2
-2.6

Specifichumidity,g kg-•

19.0

18.3

0.7

18.3

18.4

-0.1

Air temperature, øC
Near-surface temperature, oC

28.0
29.5

28.4
29.6

-0.4
-0.1

27.4
28.9

27.5
29.0

-0.1
-0.1

Wind stress,N m-2
Net solarradiation,W m-2
Net longwave
radition,W m-2
Latentheat flux, W m-2
Sensibleheat flux, W m-2
Total heat flux, W m-2
Rain rate, ORG, mmda -•
Rain rate, funnel,mmda -•

.021
-225
63
90
6.0
-66
3.3

.017
-223
62
86
4.6
-70
3.6
2.3

-.004
-2
1
4
1.4
4
-0.3

.064
-162
52
119
8.4
17
16.4

.064
-168
56
120
9.1
17
17.8
11.6

.000
6
-4
-1
-0.7
0
-1.4

aThe Wecoma steamed around a 130-km butterfly pattern and the Moanawave was located near the center of this

pattern [Huyer et al., 1997]. Leg i includesthe period from November14 to December2, 1993, and Leg 2 is from
December 20, 1992 to January 11, 1993. Moanaware fluxes of momentum and sensibleand latent heat were a combination
of eddy correlation and version 2.5 of the COARE bulk flux algorithm, while correspondingfluxes from Wecomawere
solely from the bulk flux algorithm.
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fects of solar heating of the pyrgeometer on the measurement of incoming longwaveradiation were removed
by using an algorithm proposedby Alados-Arboledaset

al. [1988].Opticalrain gaugemeasurements
werecor-

102

rected for a lack of cosine response. The difference in
rain rate estimated from the optical and funnel gauges
is due to under measurementby the funnel gaugesdue
to their interferencewith the air flow around the gauge

[Koshmieder,
1934].
,-,10
E

Appendix

B: Selection Criteria

z

The first four criteria listed in section 3.2 make use of

the air-sea fluxes and navigation measuredon the Wecoma. The first criterion ensuresthat the upper ocean
was not affectedby subsurfaceabsorptionof solarradiation. The secondcriterion requiresthat surfacecooling
was significant. The third criterion ensuresthat rainfall
did not contribute to the surface buoyancy flux while
the segmentwas measured. The fourth criterion guarantees that wave number spectra and other statistics
are from measurementsin a single direction.
The fifth criterion is used to exclude segmentsduring
which the bow sensors were out of the water

or air bub-

bleswere presentat the sensors.Becauseof the pitching
motion of the ship, the bow sensorsmeasuredT and C
at variable depths centered at a mean depth of 2 m.
When surfacewaves were sufficiently large, the sensors
came out of the water, especiallywhen the ship was
headed into the wind.

Even if the sensors did not break

the surface,the measurementscould have been affected
by the presenceof air bubbles associatedwith breaking waves. The momentary introduction of air into the
conductivity cell, either due to bubbles or breaking the
surface,causeda large negative spike in the conductivity record. The presenceof such spikes results in an

abnormallyhigh valueof the kurtosis,Kc,, of AC/Ax

101

, nqa
n,nnnB,
t,i,!l
102

Kurtosis

Figure B1.

Histograms of Kurtosis estimated from

(B1).
The dashed line denotes the kurtosis of
AT'/Ax(K2•,) and the solidline denotesthe kurtosis
of AC'/Ax(Kc,). Kurtosisvaluesvary from 4 to 935;
2-km segmentswith Kurtosis lessthan 100 are plotted
here. The value Kc, - 11 is marked by a downward arrow to indicate the criterion for acceptanceof segments
based on Kc,.

from 12 to 20, which can be interpreted as the negligible effect of bubbles on the measurement

of T. However

there are segmentswith values of KT, greater than 20
which is causedby sudden changesin temperature when
the sensorbreaks the surface and by erroneousspikes
in the temperature record. The mode of the histogram
of KT, has a slightly lower value than the mode of the
histogram of Kc,. The differenceis consistentwith the
conductivity cell having a faster responsetime than the

temperaturesensor[Gregget al., 1973; Greggand Hess,
1985;Lueckat al., 1977;Morison et al., 1994].

defined by

1•[CJ-C']
4

Kc,- M

,

(B1)

j=l

whereM(= 4096) is the numberof samplesin a given
segment.C' denotesthe small scalegradient AC/Ax
(Ax=0.5 m), the overbardenotes
the averageof C' over
the segment,and eye,denotesthe standard deviation of
C •. The kurtosis of the conductivity gradient varied
between 5 and 935 with a mode of 7. The histogram

The sixth criterion is used to exclude segmentsthat
contain erroneous spikes in temperature. Application

of this criterion(after applyingthe previousfive criteria) excludedthree segments.The kurtosisof the temperature derivative was greater than 50 for all of these

segments,
a clearindicationof erroneous
data (seeFigure B1).

of Kc, (FigureB1) showsan increasein the numberof
segments
with valueslargerthan 11 (FigureB1) which

The seventh criterion minimizes the effect of salinity
variations, due primarily to rainfall, on density. Criterion 4 rejects segments during which rain may have
fallen, but near-surface salinity anomalies caused by

we ascribeto air in the conductivity cell. Segmentsfor
which Kc, is greater than 11 were therefore rejected.

the seventh

Examinationof the histogramof KT, (definedas in
(B1), FigureB1) lendsfurthersupportto this criterion.
The histogramshowsno segmentswith KT, in the range

rainfall may persist[e.g., Wijesekeraet al., 1999],and
criterion

is therefore

needed.

The

relative

impact of temperature and salinity fluctuations on density fluctuations can be expressedas a turbulent density
ratio, R•, defined by
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where c• is the coefficientof thermal expansion,• is the
coefficient of saline contraction and as, and •T' are the
standard deviations of the horizontal salinity and tem-

perature gradientsrespectively(Ax =0.5 m). In the
usualdefinitionof the densityratio [e.g. Turner,1979],
the standard deviations •re replaced by the respective
vertical gradients of temperature and salinity. In the
above definition, R• expressesthe relative contribution
of high-passfiltered temperature and salinity fluctuations to high-passfiltered fluctuations of density. Spec-

tra of T and S havea slopeof approximately-5/3 in a
high wavenumberband (shownbelow)sothat spectra
of T • and S• havea slopeof +1/3 in the samebandwith

a cutoffat the Nyquistwavenumber(1 m-•). Because

WAVENUMBER
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(0.37/2.3)
1/2 = 0.4. The true correction
factorfor a
particular segmentwill depend on signal-to-noiseratios of the temperature and conductivitymeasurements.
The correctionfactor estimatedhere is expectedto be
representative because the observations used to deter-

minethe factorare roughlyrepresentative
(strongsurfacecoolingwith and withoutthe effectsof rainfall).
For the effectof salinity on densityfluctuationsto be
negligible,we expect that the value of R• should be of
order0.1 if it were free of noise. To refinethis criterion,

we examinethe histogramof R• (FigureB2). The histogram showsa peak at R• equals 0.51 with a rapid
decreasefor values of R• less than 0.46 and greater
than 0.64. There are no values of R• lessthan 0.40 becausethere is a lower bound on as, due to measurement
noise. The noise in S • can be estimated from the mini-

the surfaceis cooledby at least100 W m-2, we expect mum measuredvalue of as, which was 0.0015 psu. We
the fluctuations

assigneda value of R• - 0.44 as a mean lower bound

T • and S • to be turbulent.

of R• associatedwith noisein S•. We choseto neglect
To calculate R•, it was necessaryto correct the stansegmentswith R• greater than 0.64 becausethey may
dard deviationsof T • and S• whichappearin (B2). The
have been affected by rainfall. The effective value of
response of the temperature sensor was significantly
R• for neglectof segmentswasobtainedby subtracting
attenuated at wave numbers approachingthe Nyquist
the
lowernoisebound (0.44) from 0.64 to obtain 0.20
wave number which led to an underestimate of aT,, dewhich agreeswith the requirementthat R• shouldbe of
fined in spectral terms by
order 0.1. Applicationof the criterion(after applying
the
previoussix criteria) removed10 segmentsand we
,
(Sa)
are left with a total of 306 segmentsfor analysis. For
whereST,(k) is the spectrumof T •, k0 is the inverseof the acceptedsegments,as, doesnot exceed0.0031psu,
the recordlength (1/2000 m for the segmemsanalyzed approximatelytwice the estimatednoisefloor (0.0015
here),and kN is the Nyquistwavenumber(1 m-•). psu).
0

The magnitude of the correction was estimated from

the spectrumof 70 km (5 hours)of bow temperature
data containing 20 km of a fresh surface anomaly pro-

70

ducedby rainfall (Wijesekemet al., 1999, Figure 13,
hereinafterWPH13). The wind was a nearly constant
10 m s-• and surfacecoolingaveraged
225 W m-2 for
the 5-hour observation period. The magnitude of the
correction is the ratio of the area under the spectrum

with slope 1/3 to the area under the spectrumof T •
((B3) and WPH•3). The correctionhctor is 2.3. No•e

60

• 50
E

that the log-log spectral plots shownin WPH13 are not
area preserving, i.e., equal areas under the curves do

•' 40

not contributeequallyto the variance(equation(B3)).

• 30

The standard deviation of S•, which appearsin the

numeratorof Ra (equation (B3)), must also be corrected becauseof high-wave number noise introduced
by the calculationof salinity from measurementsof temperature and conductivity. The noise results from the
differentresponsetimes of the temperatureand conduc-

tivity sensorsat high wavenumbers[Greggand Hess,
1985; Lueck et al., 1977; Mobson et al., 1994]. The
correction

is calculated

rection for the variance
The correction

in a manner

similar

to the cor-

of T • and is 0.37.

factors for the variances of T • and S •

can be combined to obtain a correction factor for R•'

o

E
z

20

10

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

Density
Ratio,Rp
Figure B2. Histogram of the turbulent density ratio

Rp asdefinedin (B2).
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Appendix

C: Mixed Layer Depth

Estimatesof •nixed layer depth (D) were made for
1-dbar vertical and 2-nm horizontal averagesof Seasoar

upcastsof or0[Huyeret al., 1997]. Each 2-nm interval
included one or two upcasts. Downcastswere not used
becausethe rapid descentrate of the CTD on the downcastsmade estimatesof salinity and density lessreliable
than on the upcasts. The averagetime of the upcast observationsin the upper 100 dbar was assignedto each
estimate of D. D was calculated for each average upcast by reordering the or0profile to make it statically
stable or neutral and then finding the deepest depth at
which the differencebetween or0at that depth and the

uppermostobservation(typicallyin the upper 5 m) was
lessthan a prescribedAp. Estimates of D were made

for Ap equal0.01and0.02kg m-a andthe smallerAp
was usedto determineD in this investigation. Ap equal
0.01 correspondsto the definition of D used by other

investigators[e.g.,Peters et al., 1986]and there is evidence from microstructure profiles that this definition

corresponds
to the depth of activemixing [Wijesekera
and Gregg,1996;Smythet al., 1996].
The

estimates

of D

that

bracketed

and occurred

within segmentsacceptedfor analysiswere analyzed to
determine criteria for rejecting possibly erroneousestimates of D. One possiblesource of error in the estimates of D is that horizontal variations in or0influence

the estimate of D. Estimates of D were rejected if the
uppermostmeasurementof density was at a depth in
excessof either the previous or the following estimate
of D; i.e., the estimate was rejected if the depth of the
uppermostmeasurementof a0 may havebeenat a depth

greaterthan the actual mixed layer depth. Application
of this criterion resulted in the rejection of three estimates of D. Estimates of D were also rejected if the
differencebetweenthe estimateswith Ap equal0.01 and

0.02 kg m-3 exceeded
10 m and the changein D from
the previous and following estimates exceeded10 m.
Four estimateswere rejected as the result of applying
these criteria.

The estimates of D were analyzed to determine uncertainties in the estimates. Linear fits to the accepted
estimatesof D were computed for each night. On some
nights, there was a significanttrend in D due to the

gradual deepeningof the mixed layer. The rms departure of the estimates of D from the linear fits is
4.2 m, which representsan estimate in the uncertainty
of the estimates. This estimate of uncertainty is an up-

per bound becausereal variations in D, e.g. due to
internal waves, contribute to the departures from the
fits. The averagedifferencein the estimatesof D with
Ap equal0.01 and 0.02 is 3.7 m, which is a measureof
uncertainty associatedwith the choiceof Ap.
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